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Special Gears Help Hatch a Summer Movie
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To get such cameras, Aardman needed new camera. mounts.
According to Barnes, !he company's cameras were from the
]930 , with old, manual mounts that had been motorized.

"They were not particularly backlash free," he says. "They
were not very stable mechanically overall."

Aardman arranged to buy new mounts made by Eimeldingen
UK Ltd. of Bath. Eimeldingen produces precision rotary tables,
Inside those mounts were specially-made wonngear sets from
Holroyd, key parts in the mounts and the success ofthe movie.

"If there had been backlash problems.jhen we WOllldi not have
been able to make tile film the way ~hat we wanted to," says Alaa
Gregory, Aardman's mechanical development engineer,

"The film is allabout ereating an illusion," Barnes says.
"Anything that make the film look awkward takes away from
the audience's attentiolltothe film. "

Aardrnan needed gear set thai. provided a gearbox. ratio of
18]: 1. based on tile camera' weight and the weights of various
lenses titat might be used. Holroyd provided those gear sets.
Based in Milnrow, England, Holroyd makes precision gears-
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hicken Run-the summer movie that used stop-
motion clay figure. s-is about a g. roup Of. chickens
Jaying a plan to escape from their farm before
they're turned into chicken pies. Distributed by I

Steven Spielberg's DreamWorlcs. Chicken Run! i
group of specially-made worms and wheels.

To make its movie, Aardman Animations
needed special wormgear sets to help create the
movie's special effect: chickens and people. made
of clay, who walk and talk-s-and look natural doing so.
The British movie company could create thai. effect by
moving the clay figures in. small. increments as it hot .
III scene, but it needed a camera tital could hold ils
exact position and repeat its exact
motion in a scene as figures were
slightly adju ted,again and again
and again.

"That's what wa critical," says
Tom Barnes, the movie's technical

that a camera might move only 3 degrees or 4 degrees in one
shot, but might move those few degree over everal weeks-
perhaps I degree a week. "It was very important for a camera to
hold aposition accurately,"

including specialized wonngears.
The worm wheels were made of pho phor bronze. with

181 teeth, IJ-millirneter face width and lOO-millimeter cen-
ter distances. They were precision ground to have practically

no eccentricity. The one-start WOIlll shafts were case hardened

The wonngear sets had backlashes of
0.002-0.1004 inches, so the cameras wouldn't vibrate,
Eimeldingen reduced the backlash even more with a

pring mechanism in the camera meant to maintain the
gems' con lant meshing and to compensate for wear.
Ray Butler, an Eimeldingen senior engineer, estimates the
backlash became about 10 times smaller. making ilvirtlJ-

lilly zero, "It becomes difficult to measure
at that level," he says, "but about 10
time ."

Barnes says the new wonngear sets
improved the appearance of ClIicken
.RUlI in two ways: "Any camera moves

Each camera mount ad two wonngear sets, one set for move-
ment on the horiwntall aJUS and one set for movement all the vertical
axis. The sets provided 360 degrees of movement on boI.h axes.

~We wanted the 360 degrees of movement to give us the
flexibility we required." Barnes says.

With new mounts. tIi1.e cameras could be moved to alma I

any angle and be remotely controlled by computer, The control
permitted movement in :flne increments and with precise posi-
tioning. providing the required camera angles and distance .

With cameras able to repeat their moves more accurately and
consistently, Aardman could reduce the number of scenes that
had to becorrected or reshot after production. The new mounts.
about 30, were used eve11' day. Aardman needed. a year and II half
to make Chicken Run. which was shot in Bri tol, England.

"They performed faultlessly," Barnes says of the gear sets, "I
couldn't have wished them to be better." 0
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